
WIRELESS WEATHER STATION 
WITH 3 REMOTE SENSORS

MODEL:B0317T4H4

      We thank you for your purchase of Baldr Wireless Weather Station with 3 
Remote Sensors.It has been designed and constructed using innovative 
components and techniques to enable the perfect display of temperature 
and humidity by this device.Please read the instructions carefully to become 
familiar with the properties and functions before you use the unit.

1. Four groups of temperature and humidity display in one screen
2. Temperature display in C/F
3. Touch buttons for easy operation
4. Records max/min temperature and humidity (4 groups)
5. Comfort level indicator
6. Low battery indicator
7. White backlight lit up for 20 seconds
8. 100 meters wireless transmitter in open area

Following contents are included in the package:

1xDigital Weather Station
3xRemote Sensors
1xUser Manual

For the start-up of this device you require: Main Unit by 3xAAA batteries
                                                                  3 Sensors by 6xAAA batteries

Package Content

Operation Instructions

SENSOR SET UP

1. Temperature and humidity of Channel One  
2. Max/min record of Channel One  
3. Temperature and humidity of Channel Two  
4. Max/min record of Channel Two  
5. Temperature and humidity of Channel Three 
6. Max/min record of Channel Three
7. Indoor temperature and humidity 

8. Max/min record of indoor temperature and 
      humidity 
9. Comfort level indication
10. Touch buttons
11. Backlight button  
12. Battery compartment cover 
13. Stand bracket

MAIN UNIT INSTALLATION
1. Remove the battery compartment cover.
2. Insert 3xAAA battery matching the polarity(+and-).

SENSOR INSTRALLATION
1. Remove the batteries compartment cover of 3 sensors.
2. Insert 6xAAA batteries matching the polarity(+and -)

Initialization
1. After power on ,LCD will full display for 3 seconds,and in the meanwhile 
    hygrometer will detect indoor temperature&humidity,and then it will start to 
    receive outdoor signal which last for max 3 minutes.
2. Temperature default:℃

●    Load the battery of the sensor prior to the power on of main unit
●    Hygrometer will auto receive outdoor signal after power on,the receiving status 
       will last for max 3 minutes,the receiving antenna signal will flash,if no signal 
       received in 3 minutes,will not exist and stop receiving outdoor signal.
●    Press C/F button to switch from Celsius degree to Fahrenheit degree.
●    Switch the button of 3 sensors to CH1 , CH2 and CH3 ( the channel of each 
       sensor should be different from others). At the same time,the outdoor channel 
       of the main unit unit shall be set to same channels with sensor.
●    If the main unit has been powered on and still within 3 minutes’ signal receiving 
       mode, you can press the TEST button to quickly pair with it.
●    If you load the batteries of the main unit first and it is out of 3 minutes’ signal 
       receiving window, you need to press and hold the C/F button to enter signal 
       receiving again or take out the batteries of the main unit and reload

TEMPERATURE

1. After power on ,the indoor temperature will display automatically, it will update 
    reading each 30 seconds and start to receive outdoor signal which last for max 
    3 minutes.
2. Indoor temperature display range:-10℃-50.0℃（-50℉-122℉);for temperature 
    lower than -10℃,the reading will be :”LL.L”;for temperature higher than +50℃,the
     reading will be :”HH.H”.
3. Outdoor temperature display range :-20℃-50℃（-4℉-122℉);for temperature 
    lower than -20℃,the reading will be :”LL”;for temperature higher than +50℃,the
     reading will be :”HH”.
4. Accuracy:when the temperature is between 0℃-+50℃,the accuracy is +/-0.5℃,
    if out of this range,the accuracy will be +/-1℃.Temperature resolution:0.1℉
  （0.1℃）

HUMIDITY

1. After power on ,the indoor humidity will display automatically, it will update reading 
    each 30 seconds and start to receive outdoor signal which last for max 3 minutes.
2. Humidity display range: 1%-99%;for humidity lower than 1%,the reading will be 
    “LL”;for humidity higher than 99%,the reading will be “HH”
3. Accuracy:when the temperature is between 20-26℃ and the humidity is between
    40-80%,the accuracy is ±5%,if out of this range the accuracy will be ±8%. 
    Humidity resolution:1%

MAX AND MIN RECORD

1. Press “MEM” first time to have maximum temperature and humidity,the value will 
    display for 5 seconds.
2. Press“MEM” second time to have minimum temperature and humidity,the value 
    will display for 5 seconds.
3. Press“MEM” third time will return to standard mode.
4. Press and hold “MEM”will clear the max and min record and reactive the 
    memory again.
5. The record updates every 24 hours and a record starts from 0:00.
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